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Abstract. As Posner (1997) has observed, when individuals in a re-
lationship can commit to imposing costs upon each other then efficient
behavior in the absence of law is possible. The question is whether
efficient norms of behavior evolve endogenously in a population. We
show that in a standard hold up model in which both parties make
relationship specific investments the long run outcome of a stochastic
adaptation process similar to Young (1993)’s ‘adaptive play’ does not
in general correspond to the efficient equilibria. As Grossman and Hart
(1986) observe, institutions, such as firms, may be needed to improve
the allocation of resources.

Classification Codes. C78, L41.

1. Introduction

Consider two researchers who write a grant proposal together, where one of
them writes the theoretical part of the proposal and the other one the empirical
part. Let us assume that once the proposal is submitted both researchers can
correctly estimate the amount of effort invested by the partner in preparing his
part of the proposal (e.g. the investigators might use paid research assistants to
prepare their part of the proposal). After the evaluation of the proposal a sum
of money is assigned to the project according to its perceived quality where the
allocation between the investigators is at their own discretion. Each researcher can
increase the expected amount assigned to the project by investing additional effort
but ex ante it is not clear which fraction of this additional revenue he will receive.
In particular, under an ‘equal split’ rule, where the amount is equally divided
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between the two main investigators, a researcher gets only half of the additional
expected revenue he is generating and therefore will invest less effort than would
be optimal in order to maximize the expected profit of this enterprise.

This is an instance of the well-known hold-up problem, which arises in scenarios
where investments are sunk at the time the surplus of an interaction occurs and
there are no ex-ante contracts to determine the allocation of this joint surplus
under all contingencies. The hold-up problem has been identified as a reason for
ex-ante under-investment in many individual and inter-firm relationships when the
ex-post allocation of the joint surplus follows a cooperative bargaining solution like
the Nash bargaining solution (e.g. Grout, 1984; Grossman and Hart, 1986; Klein
et al., 1978).

The problem is that in the absence of an agreement rational individuals ignore
sunk costs when bargaining, and hence the ex post division of the surplus is in-
sensitive to the level of investment. Now suppose in our example a researcher who
realizes that he has invested more effort in the proposal than his partner threatens
to block the project if his part of the grant is not sufficiently large to reimburse
him for his additional effort. If such behavior is the norm, and this is commonly
known, then it is equilibrium behavior to adhere to the norm (and accept less
than the equal split if the effort was below average) and the problem of inefficient
investment incentives disappears.

Beginning with Schelling (1980), it is well understood that the ability to commit
to carry out threats can alter the bargaining game, and in some cases induce
efficiency3. This type of behavior can be formally modelled with the use of the
Nash demand game. After investments have been made each party makes a take
it or leave it offer, and if the offers are inconsistent the game ends with no trade.
In this case, any ex post division of the surplus is a Nash equilibrium. Carmichael
& MacLeod (1997) show that under the appropriate conditions, not only does an
efficient equilibrium exist, moreover when there is sufficient diversity in preferences
there is a unique efficient equilibrium. This paper asks if such efficient equilibria
are stochastically stable in a model of evolutionary learning.

Previous work by Tröger (2002) and Ellingsen & Robles (2002) have shown that
when only one party makes a specific investment, followed by the Nash demand
game then all stochastically stable equilibria are efficient. In contrast, we find that
this result does not extend to the case in which both parties make complementary
relationship specific investments. This negative result is useful because it helps us
delineate the conditions under which legal institutions, such as contracts and firms,
enhance the efficiency of exchange4. In situations where efficient social norms can
evolve there is little need for the creation of law, and in some cases, as Ellickson
(1991) has illustrated, efficient norms that are inconsistent with existing legal rules
may evolve.

3This point is further elaborated by Frank (1988) and Hirshleifer (1987).
4Posner (1997) argues that it is precisely in these cases that the law plays an potentially

important role. See also Mahoney and Sanchirico (2000) for a formal illustration this point in
the context of 2× 2 normal form games.
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Our results suggest that this is particularly important in relationships that
entail investment by both parties, a case that is central to the Hart and Moore
(1990) theory of the firm. The result may also contribute to the recent debate
on the role of contractual incompleteness for the theory of the firm. Maskin and
Tirole (1999) have shown in a general mechanism design framework that it is
possible to implement the first best investment level even though contracts are
incomplete. Our analysis suggests that the norms of behavior that can implement
such behavior are not necessarily stochastically stable in the case of two sided
investments. It would be worthwhile to explore the stability of the mechanisms
proposed by Maskin and Tirole (1999)5.

Our analysis builds upon Young (1993b)’s model, where individuals are as-
sumed to sample examples of past play and use this sample to guide them in the
choice of play for the next period. We find that the requirement of stochastic
stability, rather than improving allocation efficiency, results in a worse outcome
relative to the investment levels when individuals use the Nash bargaining rule.
This result is surprising given that for the Nash demand game Young (1993b)
has shown that the Nash bargaining rule is stable in the absence of specific in-
vestments. Moreover, when individuals are assumed to make small mistakes in
static choices, then as Binmore (1998) shows, one also obtains the equal division
Nash bargaining solution6. Thus the results in this paper illustrate two points.
First, the results suggest that bargaining conventions depend upon context, and,
in particular one should be careful in assuming that the outcome of bargaining
is independent of sunk costs, an assumption that is central to many theories of
hold-up. Secondly, the endogenous evolution of bargaining behavior may entail
the selection of investment conventions that are less efficient than those arising
from the Nash bargaining solution.

2. The bargaining model

Consider a population of individuals who are randomly matched each period
to engage in production and trade. It is assumed that the value of the relationship
is a function of a relationship specific investment that each person makes at the
beginning of the period. After investment and matching, each person observes the
other’s level of investment and then the available surplus is divided using the Nash
demand game. The formal game played each period is as follows.

1. The 2n individuals simultaneously decide their investment levels I ∈ {H, L} ,

where the cost of investment is c (I) =
{

c, if I = H,
0, if I = L.

5Cabrales (1999) has some interesting preliminary results showing that mechanisms based
upon the Nash solution concept are adaptively stable, a concept that is different from the concept
of stochastic stability used in this paper. His results do not extend to refinements of the Nash
solution concept.

6Binmore (1998), Section 1.5.
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2. Individuals are randomly matched into n bargaining pairs and observe each
other’s investment level. This determines the size of the surplus, SIiIj , sat-
isfying SHH ≥ SLH = SHL ≥ SLL > 0.

3. Individual i makes a demand conditional upon his investment level, Ii, and
her partner’s, Ij , denoted by xIiIj ∈ XIiIj (k) =

{
0, αIiIj , 2αIiIj , ..., kαIiIj

}
,

where k is some large even number and αIiIj = SIiIj /k.
4. The payoff to individual i is given by the rules of the Nash demand game:

U i =
{

xi
IiIj

− c (Ii) , if xi
IiIj

+ xj
IjIi

≤ SIiIj ,

−c (Ii) , if not.

Similarly for player j.
Throughout the analysis SHH and SLL are assumed fixed, while the degree of

complementarity in investment, SLH , and the cost of investment, c, are parameters
that determine the nature of the investment problem. It shall always be assumed
that having both individuals invest is the efficient allocation and hence:

SHH − 2c ≥ max {SLH − c, SLL} · (1)

When SLH is close to SHH then investments are close substitutes, while they are
strongly complementary when SLH is close to SLL. If SLH =SHL =(SHH − SLL) /2
then investment is purely additive, and the marginal contribution of each person’s
investment is independent of the other’s.

Stochastic stability is analyzed with a finite game, and hence demands are
assumed to be taken from the finite set XIiIj (k) , where k denotes the fineness of
the grid. Finally, the Nash demand game incorporates the notion of retribution
or revenge that Posner (1981) has observed to be an important ingredient for
the evolution of social norms and conventions. In particular, it is important to
realize that in the Nash demand game both players are assumed to have the
ability to commit to ‘leaving money on the table’ and not to renegotiate once
it becomes clear that there will be no trade. This threat, inherent in the Nash
demand game, ensures the existence of efficient equilibria, as characterized in the
following proposition (proofs for this and all the following results can be found in
the appendix).

Proposition 1. There exists a subgame perfect equilibrium entailing investment
by both parties if and only if SHH/2 − c ≥ 0, while there is always a subgame
perfect equilibrium that entails no-investment by both parties.

Given that SHH/2 − c ≥ 0 is a necessary condition for investment by both
parties to be efficient, then this result demonstrates that when commitments are
possible, as modeled by the Nash demand game, then there always exist efficient
equilibria. The proposition also shows that in addition to these efficient equilib-
ria there are a huge number of other equilibria. Any bargaining strategy profile
{(xi

LL, xi
HL, xi

LH , xi
HH), i ∈ {1, 2}} where x1

I1I2
+ x2

I2I1
= SI1I2 , ∀I1, I2 ∈ {H, L},

i.e. where ex-post bargaining is efficient under all investment scenarios, may oc-
cur in a subgame perfect equilibrium, and in particular this range of equilibrium
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bargaining behavior also includes allocations which make it optimal for both play-
ers not to invest in the first period. The question we now ask is whether or not
evolutionary dynamics selects the efficient equilibria from the plethora of equilibria
possible in the model.

3. Evolutionary dynamics

To study the stability of the Nash equilibria in this model we use an evolu-
tionary model, similar to Young (1993b), to characterize the set of stochastically
stable bargaining conventions. Young (1993b) has shown that in the absence
of investment the equal split rule is stochastically stable. Our model consists
of a single population with no bargaining roles, and hence when both players
invest (HH) or do not invest (LL), the only stable bargaining convention is an
equal split (which here also is the unique equilibrium where behavior in the pop-
ulation is uniform). Therefore we may simplify the analysis by supposing that
xHH = SHH/2 and xLL = SLL/2. In this case the strategy space of an individual
is given by A (k) = {H, L} × X (k)2 , where X (k) = XHL (k) = XLH (k) and a
typical strategy is denoted by the triple a = (I, xHL, xLH) ∈ A (k) .

Dynamics are introduced by supposing that individuals use their observations
of previous play to decide how to play in the current period. Observing all past
play is too costly, rather an individual samples m individuals in the previous
period’s population to update his memory. This information is used to construct an
empirical offer distribution that is used to select the optimal strategy. Specifically
the learning process proceeds as follows:

1. At the beginning of period t, each individual randomly samples the ac-
tions of m individuals from the previous period population. Let p̂i

t ∈ P =
{0, 1/m, 2/m, ..., 1} denote the fraction of individuals selecting It−1 = H.
Since the equal split is expected when in an HH or LL pairing, only those
individuals that select either xHL or xLH are used to update one’s memory,
consisting of at most m data points at any time. It is assumed that the
oldest data is dropped as new data is added. These distribution functions
F̂HL (·) and F̂LH (·) are taken from the finite set:

F = {F : X (k) → {0, 1/m, 2/m, ..., 1} |F (x) is increasing, F (SLH) = 1} ·

An individual’s belief at time t is given by:

bi
t =

{
p̂i

t, F̂HL (·) , F̂LH (·)
}
∈ P ×F2 = B.

2. With probability ε > 0 the individual selects a strategy randomly from
A (k) , using a uniform distribution. We call this a mutation. The noise
process is i.i.d. between individuals and periods. With probability 1− ε the
individual chooses her strategy ai

t to maximize her utility given beliefs bi
t.

When indifferent over demands she chooses the largest demand, and similarly
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when indifferent over investment, Ii
t = H is chosen. Thus the agent’s strategy

is uniquely defined by her beliefs and can be written as ai
t = a

(
bi
t

)
.

3. Agents are randomly paired, and their payoffs are determined according to
their strategies chosen at stage 2.

Given that an agent’s action is completely characterized by her beliefs bi ∈ B,
then the state at time t is characterized by a distribution over beliefs, and therefore
the state space is finite and given by:

S =

{
s ∈ 0, 1]|B||

∑
b∈B

sb = 1, nsb ∈ IN0 ∀b ∈ B

}
· (2)

The learning process described above defines a time homogeneous Markov process
{σt}∞t=0 on the state space S and the process is irreducible for positive ε. Hence,
for ε > 0 there exists a unique limit distribution π∗(ε) over S, where π∗s (ε) denotes
the probability of state s.

The long run behavior of the process for small mutation probabilities is de-
scribed by the weight of the different states in the limit distribution as ε goes to
zero. Clearly, the weight of states which are transient under the process governed
only by the learning and decision making by the individuals goes to zero as ε
shrinks. To see this, note that from any such state the process without mutations
with positive probability leads to some other state where, in the absence of muta-
tions, it is impossible to get back again. A limit set of the process is a set of states
such that for ε = 0 the process does not leave the set if it starts in the limit set.
Moreover all states within the set are visited with positive probability from every
state in the set.

Definition 2. A set Ω ⊆ S is called a limit set of the process if for ε = 0 the
following statements hold:

∀s ∈ Ω, Pr(σt+1 ∈ Ω|σt = s) = 1

∀s, s̃ ∈ Ω ∃z > 0 Pr(σt+z = s̃|σt = s) > 0.

It is well known that for ε = 0 the process with probability one ends up trapped
in one of the limit sets. However, it has been shown in various frameworks that
the weight of whole limit sets goes to zero for ε → 0 if the number of simultaneous
mutations needed to get out of the set is smaller than the number of simultaneous
mutations needed to get back into the set.7 In the long run, the process spends
almost all the time at absorbing sets where the number of mutations needed to
get there relative to the number of mutations needed to get out is smallest. Such
sets are called stochastically stable.

Definition 3. A state s ∈ S is called stochastically stable if limε→0 π∗s (ε) > 0.
We say that a set is stochastically stable if all its elements are stochastically stable.

7See Kandori et al. (1993) and Young (1993a).
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We are interested in understanding the properties of investment and bargaining
behavior that evolves in the long run and will therefore focus on the stochastically
stable sets of the process. In particular, we are interested in the evolution of
bargaining and investment norms. In game theoretic contexts norms are generally
seen as an equilibrium selection device. A norm corresponds to a strategy with the
property that it is optimal to choose this strategy for any individual who believes
that all other individuals will follow the norm. Here, we say that a bargaining norm
or bargaining convention has evolved if there exists a pair of demands (xHL, xLH)
with xHL + xLH = SLH , such that all individuals have beliefs that xHL is always
demanded in a high-low pairing, xLH is always demanded in a low-high pairing
and all individuals actually make these demands if they are in high-low or low-
high pairings. In other words, bargaining behavior is uniform in the population,
efficient and correctly anticipated by all individuals. Furthermore, we say that a
full-investment convention (no-investment convention) has evolved if all individuals
choose high investment (low investment) and have beliefs p̂ = 1 (p̂ = 0).

The stochastically stable sets are a subset of the set of limit sets. To charac-
terize the limit sets of the evolutionary process {σt} it is important to understand
the relationship between individual beliefs and the resulting investment decision.
To make it easier to express this relationship the following notation will be used:
FH1

HL ⊆ F denotes the set of beliefs F̂ i
HL which induce investment by agent i with

beliefs p̂i = 1 (note that with p̂i = 1 the beliefs F̂ i
LH are irrelevant for the in-

vestment decision). FL1
HL = FHL \ FH1

HL denotes the set of beliefs leading to no
investment for p̂i = 1, and FH0

LH ,FL0
LH denote the corresponding sets for p̂i = 0.

The size of these sets of course depends on the values of the parameters in the
model and some of them might also be empty.

The first result shows that in every limit set of the process investment behavior
is uniform in the population. On the other hand, beliefs about bargaining behavior
(and therefore also bargaining behavior itself) might differ between individuals in
the population. The only restriction is that all individual beliefs have to induce
identical investment decisions.

Proposition 4. All limit sets of the evolutionary process {σt} have one of the
following three forms:

(a) A single state {s} with sb > 0 only if b = (1, F̂HL, F̂LH) for some F̂HL ∈
FH1

HL.
(b) A single state {s} with sb > 0 only if b = (0, F̂HL, F̂LH) for some F̂LH ∈

FL0
LH.

(c) A pair of states {s1, s2} where s1
b > 0 only if b = (1, F̂HL, F̂LH) for some

F̂HL ∈ FL1
HL and F̂LH ∈ FH0

LH. Furthermore, s2
b = s1

b̃
for all b = (0, F̂HL, F̂LH)

and b̃ = (1, F̂HL, F̂LH) such that s1
b̃

> 0, and s2
b = 0 for all other b ∈ B.

The rather complicated looking type (c) limit set corresponds to a scenario
where all agents hold some (potentially heterogeneous) beliefs which imply to
invest for p̂i = 0 and not to invest for p̂i = 1. The agents then synchronously
switch between investing and not investing. Whereas limit sets of type (a) and (b)
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always exist, cyclical limit sets do not exist if the degree of complementarity of
investments is too large. By considering the most extreme beliefs it is easy to see
that the set of beliefs FL1

HL is empty if and only if SLH ≤ 1
2SHH − c, whereas the

set of beliefs FH0
LH is empty if and only if SLH < 1

2SLL + c. The sets FH1
HL and

FL0
LH are never empty. This in particular implies that for SLH < 1

4 (SHH + SLL)
no cyclical limit sets exist for any value of c. When investments are substitutes,
SLH > 1

2SHH , cyclical limit sets exist for all c.
In what follows the union of all limit sets of type (a) in proposition 4 is denoted

by ΩI (investment states), the union of all limit sets of type (b) by ΩN (no-
investment states) and all limit sets of type (c) by ΩC (cyclical states).

In none of these limit sets any high-low pairings can occur without mutations,
and this implies that the beliefs about bargaining behavior drift around driven
by mutations. A single mutation is sufficient to lead the process into a different
limit set where individuals have different beliefs. Assume the process is in some
limit set and a single mutation occurs which leads to a high-low pairing. Then
a pair of demands is generated, where one of the demands (that of the mutant)
is completely random. With positive probability these demands are observed by
some individuals who then change their beliefs F̂HL and F̂LH . Such a change of
beliefs moves the process into a different limit set and therefore it can jump from
one limit set to the next in steps which need only a single mutation. Generally, a
union of limit sets is called mutation connected if every state can be reached from
every other state in the set in a sequence of one-mutation transitions.

Definition 5. A union of limit sets Ω ⊆ S is mutation connected if for all s, s̃ ∈ Ω
there exists a sequence of states (s1 = s, s2, . . . , sn = s̃), si ∈ Ω such that every
transition from si to si+1, i = 1, . . . , n− 1 needs not more than one mutation.

The following Lemma shows that each of the unions of the limit sets ΩI , ΩN

and ΩC is mutation connected and that, whenever there exist cyclical limit sets,
the states of full investment and no investment are mutation connected with each
other and can be reached with positive probability from every state in ΩC .

Lemma 6.
(a) The sets ΩI , ΩN and ΩC are mutation connected.
(b) Whenever ΩC 6= ∅, i.e. whenever SLH ≥ 1

2SHH or 1
4 (SHH + SLL) ≤ SLH <

1
2SHH , 1

2SHH − SLH < c ≤ SLH − 1
2SLL the union ΩI ∪ ΩN is mutation

connected.
(c) Whenever ΩC 6= ∅, any state in ΩI ∪ ΩN can be reached from any state in

ΩC by one mutation steps.

The lemma has important implications for stochastic stability, since it has been
shown by Nöldecke & Samuelson (1993) that if a limit set is stochastically stable
then all the limit sets which are mutation connected to this limit set are stochasti-
cally stable as well. In the following proposition the stochastically stable limit sets
are characterized as a function of SLH and c. The standard way to prove which of
the limit sets are indeed stochastically stable has been to invoke the Markov chain
tree theorem and then to examine the number of mutations needed along a large
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number of different directed graphs in the state space. See Young (1998) for a more
thorough discussion of this technique. Sufficient conditions for stochastic stability
which are much easier to verify have been recently developed in Ellison (2000),
and these criteria are used in the proof here.

Proposition 7. For sufficiently large n, m, k the long run properties of the evo-
lutionary process {σt} are as follows:

(I) SLH < 1
4 (SLL + SHH)

There exists a threshold c∗ = 1
4 (SHH − SLL) such that only ΩI is stochasti-

cally stable for c < c∗ and only ΩN is stochastically stable for c > c∗.
(II) 1

4 (SLL + SHH) < SLH < 1
2SHH

There exists values

c1 =
1
2
SHH − SLH , c2 = SLH − 1

2
SLL

such that only ΩI is stochastically stable for c < c1, only ΩN is stochastically
stable for c > c2 and ΩI ∪ ΩN is stochastically stable for c ∈ [c1, c2].

(III) 1
2SHH < SLH ≤ SHH

The union ΩI ∪ ΩN is stochastically stable for all c ∈ [
0, 1

2 (SHH − SLL)
]
.

These results give a rather complete characterization of the long run evolution
of investment conventions. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where we show the range
of cost values c leading to stable investment, stable non-investment conventions
and fluctuations between the two for different values of SLH .

Let us now compare the results we get under our assumption that investment
and bargaining behavior evolves endogenously with those one would get in this
model under the standard assumption that the joint surplus is allocated according
to the Nash bargaining solution (which here simply corresponds to the equal split).
The shaded area in Figure 1 consists of all pairs (c, SLH) where full investment
of both partners would be efficient, but under the standard assumption of an
equal split allocation of the joint surplus there exists no equilibrium where both
partners invest. So, the shaded region corresponds to all scenarios where the
hold-up problem occurs according to the literature initiated by Grossman & Hart
(1986) and Grout (1984). Straightforward calculations show that the shaded area
is given by SHH/2− c < SLH/2. Below the shaded area high investment is a Nash
equilibrium, under Nash bargaining, while above the shaded area it is efficient for
only one party to make an investment. Our main result is that the set of parameter
values for which choosing the efficient investment level is stochastically stable is
strictly smaller than the region where efficient investment occurs under the Nash
bargaining rule. Thus, in contrast to Tröger (2002) and Ellingsen & Robles (2002),
we find that in the case where both parties might invest, the requirement that
norms of bargaining be stochastically stable exacerbate the hold-up problem. In
the region to the right, corresponding to high SLH (investments are substitutes),
both high and low investment equilibria are stochastically stable. This means
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Figure 1. The set of parameters where full investment (ΩI), no
investment (ΩN ) and fluctuations between the two (ΩI ∪ΩN ) are
stochastically stable compared with the region where no invest-
ment (shaded area) and investment (below the shaded area) is the
equilibrium outcome under the equal split rule.

that for small mutations (ε small), the system spends long periods of time at the
high investment equilibrium and then long periods of time at the low investment
equilibrium.

It should be noted that for none of the parameter constellations a bargaining
convention is developed in the long run. Considering the different stochastically
stable sets notice that even if investment is in the long run uniform, beliefs and
bargaining behavior are in general heterogeneous. The reason is that once the
investment strategies in the population are uniform any bargaining norm which
might exist at that point will be slowly destroyed. Under uniform investment
strategies the only way a pairing between a high and a low type might occur is
that at least one of the two has mutated. A mutant may not follow the bargaining
norm and hence at least half of the demands in high low pairings are completely
random and do not follow any bargaining norm. Since all individuals use these
demands to update their beliefs any uniform consistent point beliefs which might
have existed in the population will be destroyed. Hence in this model stable norms
of bargaining cannot evolve8.

Given that, it becomes apparent that an investment convention can only be
stochastically stable if the drift of beliefs about bargaining behavior can never
change the optimal investment decision. We only get a stable full investment

8This analysis suggests to consider a model where the effect of investment is uncertain and
therefore high-low pairings might occur with positive probability even under uniform investment.
In such a model there is selection pressure on the bargaining behavior also after investment
behavior has become uniform. Dawid & Macleod (2002) show that in such a model bargaining
conventions are developed in the long run.
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convention if high investment is optimal for all possible beliefs F̂HL ∈ F as long
as p̂ = 1 9. This however is much more restrictive than the condition that high
investment is optimal under the beliefs that bargaining follows the equal split
rule. Hence the inability to develop bargaining norms is clearly detrimental for
the evolution of full investment conventions.

4. Stability of norms

As Posner (1997) concludes from the work of Trivers (1971) and Hirshleifer
(1987), when individuals can commit to walking away from profitable exchange,
then in principle agreements between individuals can be made self-enforcing (see
the discussion following Proposition 1 above). The question then is, given the po-
tential for mutual harm, will efficient conventions of behavior evolve. In this paper
we have explored this question in the context of hold-up when individuals make
complementary investments. The ability to commit to harmful actions follows the
literature and uses the Nash demand game to model bargaining behavior. In this
game efficient equilibria always exist, as suggested informally by Posner (1997).
We find that for a large range of parameter values, not only are these efficient
equilibria not stochastically stable, but that the stable equilibria entail worse out-
comes than if commitment were not possible, as is assumed in the hold-up models
of Grossman & Hart (1986) and Grout (1984).

Thus we find that stable efficient norms do not always arise in a population
where bargaining and investment behavior is endogenously developed even when
efficient equilibria exist. Hence, in general evolution does not ‘solve’ the hold up
problem as suggested by the results for the case of one-sided investment.

More generally our findings show that the difficulty of establishing norms fol-
lows from the fact that acting according to the norm is never required as long as all
individuals believe that the rest of the population will follow the norm. Whereas
this general point has been made in the literature on the evolutionary stability of
backward induction (see e.g. Nöldecke & Samuelson, 1993 or Binmore et al., 1998)
our model highlights the negative efficiency implications of this effect.

Finally, notice that the inability to create the right bargaining norm is not the
only source of inefficiency in this evolutionary framework. Assume that due to
renegotiations or externally imposed bargaining norms the joint surplus is indeed
always allocated by the equal split rule. Given this allocation there exists a high
investment equilibrium for the entire region below the shaded set in Figure 1.
In Dawid & MacLeod (2002) it is shown that while the set of parameters with
stochastically stable high investment equilibria is strictly larger than in the model
considered in this paper, it is still smaller than the entire set below the shaded
area. Hence allowing for renegotiation increases the set of conditions under which
bargaining conventions are stable and efficient, but even if there is a bargaining
convention in place which allows for a high investment equilibrium the population

9Note that this is equivalent to FL1
HL = ∅.
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might fail to coordinate on this efficient equilibrium (see e.g. Young, 1998 for a
discussion of stochastic stability in coordination games).

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. A strategy in this game is described by an investment de-
cision and demands. Observe that since individuals cannot condition their strate-
gies on their roles, efficiency entails unique demands in the case of both investing
(xHH = SHH/2) and neither investing (xLL = SLL/2). Efficiency also entails
xHL + xLH = SLH and hence individual i will invest if and only if

SHH/2− c ≥ SLH − xHL = xLH . (3)

Given that any division of the gains from trade forms a Nash equilibrium, the max-
imal punishment that individual j can impose upon individual i for not investing is
to set xP

HL = SLH , from which one concludes that high investment by both parties
is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium if and only if SHH/2− c ≥ SLH −xP

LH = 0.
Similarly, in the case of both parties not investing, individual i can deter indi-

vidual j from investing by setting xN
LH = SLH (and hence xN

HL = 0). �
Proof of Proposition 4. First, it is easy to see that all three types of sets are
absorbing for the Markov process with ε = 0. In all three cases the beliefs of the
agents induce identical investment decisions which implies that a match between
a high and a low type can never be observed and the beliefs are never changed.
In cases (a) and (b) the induced investment decision always coincides with the
current type, in case (c) it is always opposite and agents cycle between investment
and no investment. Second, we have to show that for any other state there exists
a positive probability to reach one of the limit sets. Assume that st is an arbitrary
state where both high and low types are present. We first show that there is a
positive transition probability to a state where all agents are identical in type and
beliefs. Note that as long as the process has not reached any of the limit sets at
least every third period there have to be both high and low types in the population
(in case all agents invest in two consecutive periods the beliefs must be such that
all agents invest for p̂ = 1 and the process is in a limit set of type (a), in case all
agents do not invest for two consecutive periods the process must be in a limit
set of type (b), and if all agents synchronously switch twice between high and
low investment the process must be in a limit set of type (c)). Hence, there is a
positive probability that at least m high-low pairings occur within the following
3m periods and that all individuals observe the same m high-low pairings. In such
a case beliefs F̂LH and F̂HL are homogeneous in the population. With positive
probability all agents then observe an identical fraction of high types which yields
a homogeneous population.

Now, we have to show that there is a positive probability to reach one of
the sets listed in (a), (b) and (c) from an arbitrary homogeneous state. Assume
without loss of generality that all agents are of type H . We denote the identical
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expectations of all agents by F̃HL and F̃LH . If F̃HL ∈ FH1
HL we have reached a

state of type (a). If F̃HL ∈ FL1
HL all agents choose not to invest and in the following

period all agents are of type L. If F̃LH ∈ FL0
LH we have reached a state of type (b)

and if F̃LH ∈ FH0
HL all agents will invest again in this period and we have reached

a cycle of type (c). In any case one of the limit sets is reached. �

Proof of Lemma 6. We prove (a) only for ΩI . It can be shown for the other sets
using similar arguments. Take an arbitrary state s ∈ ΩI and another arbitrary
state s′ ∈ ΩI . The following transition from s to s′ needs only one mutation in
each step from one limit set in ΩI to the next. Let X ′

i,HL and X ′
i,LH denote the set

of observations of values xHL and xLH agent i has to make such that the resulting
empirical distribution functions of all individuals yield the distribution given in s′.
We show that in one-mutation steps first all the observations in X ′

i,HL, i = 1, . . . n

and then all the observations in X ′
i,LH , i = 1, . . . n can be generated. Whenever

a bid x̃HL ∈ X ′
i,HL or x̃LH ∈ X ′

i,LH is generated in the population there is a
positive probability that this bid is only observed by individual i. Furthermore,
there is a positive probability that all other observations made by any individual
in this period involve only bids in high-high pairings and hence do not alter F̂ i

HL

or F̂ i
LH . Hence, such a transition leads from s to s′ in one-mutation steps. In

order to guarantee that such a transition never leads out of ΩI the memory of all
agents might first be filled with observations xHL = SLH before the observations
required in s′ are added.

Consider an arbitrary state s̃ ∈ ΩI and let x̃HL be an arbitrary element of
X ′

i,HL for some i. Assume that one agent mutates and chooses not to invest and
to bid xLH = SLH − x̃HL. Assume further that only one agent – we call this agent
a – observes this mutated bid and all other observations made this period are of
bids in high-high pairings. This single mutation event leads from the limit set {s̃}
to a limit set {˜̃s} where only the beliefs F̂ a

LH of agent a have been changed (note
that changes in F̂LH can never lead out of ΩI). In the same way m− 1 additional
one-mutation steps can lead to a limit set where all beliefs but F̂ a

LH are identical
to those in s̃ and F̂ a

LH = P(SLH − x̃HL), where P(z)(·) denotes the distribution
function of point expectations z, i.e. P(z)(x) = 0 for x < z and P (z)(x) = 1 for
x ≥ z. If there is one mutation in this limit set where one other agent mutates to
a low type and is matched with agent a, a bid xHL = x̃HL can be observed. Note
that the generation of this bid x̃HL does not need any change of the beliefs F̂HL

of any of the agents. An arbitrary bid x̃LH can be generated directly by a single
mutation of some agent to invest low and bid xLH = x̃LH . Using our arguments
above this shows that s′ can be reached from s via a path in ΩI which needs only
one-mutation steps.

To establish (b) we show that a state in ΩN can be reached from any state in
ΩI using one-mutation transitions. Denote by x̄HL the smallest xHL ∈ X such
that agents with such point beliefs would still invest in a population with full
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investment, i.e. such that

SLH − xHL ≤ SHH

2
− c.

Since ΩC 6= ∅ we have x̄HL > 0. This implies that there are beliefs F̄HL ∈ FH1
HL

such that adding a single observation of xHL = 0 leads to beliefs ¯̄FHL ∈ FL1
HL.

Since ΩI is mutation connected we can get with one-mutation steps to a state in
ΩI where all agents have beliefs F̂HL = F̄HL, F̂LH = P(SLH). Clearly, P(SLH) ∈
FL0

LH . If one of the agents now mutates to a low type, a bid xHL = 0 can be
observed. There is a positive probability that this bid is observed by all agents
changing the beliefs to F̂HL = ¯̄FHL ∈ FL1

HL for all individuals. The resulting state
is in ΩN and we have shown that this transition needs only one-mutation steps.
Similar arguments show that also the transitions from ΩN to ΩI can occur via
paths through limit sets which need only one-mutation per step.

For (c) consider an arbitrary state in ΩC . Denote by FHL beliefs in FL1
HL such

that adding a single observation of xHL = SLH yields beliefs in FH1
HL. Since ΩC is

mutation connected there is a transition in single mutation steps to a state in ΩC

where all individuals have beliefs F̂HL = FHL. Assume that in a period of the
cycle where all other individuals invest low one individual mutates, invests high
and demands xHL = SLH . There is a positive probability that this is observed by
all agents yielding beliefs F̂HL ∈ FH1

HL, F̂LH ∈ FH0
LH . Hence all individuals invest

high in the following period and keep investing in the following periods. A state
in ΩI has been reached. In the same way a state in ΩN can be reached from an
arbitrary state in ΩC . �
Proof of Proposition 7. We use the radius modified coradius criterion introduced
in Ellison (2000). For a union of limit sets Ω the radius R(Ω) is defined as the
minimum number of mutations needed to get to a state outside the basin of at-
traction of Ω with positive probability. The modified coradius CR∗(Ω) is defined
as follows: consider an arbitrary state x 6∈ Ω and a path (z1, z2, . . . , zT ) from x
to Ω where L1, L2, . . . , Lr ⊂ Ω is the sequence of limit sets the path goes through
(this implies Lr ⊆ Ω). The modified cost of this path is defined by

c∗(z1, . . . , zT ) = c(z1, . . . , zT )−
r−1∑
i=2

R(Li),

where c(z1, . . . , zT ) gives the number of mutations needed on the path (x1, . . . , zT ).
Denoting by c∗(x, Ω) the minimal modified costs for all paths from x to Ω the
modified coradius is given by

CR∗(Ω) = max
x 6∈Ω

c∗(x, Ω).

Ellison (2000) proves that every union of limit sets Ω with R(Ω) < CR∗(Ω) con-
tains all stochastically stable states.
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First we show (i). In this case both FL1
HL and FH0

LH are empty. We will calculate
the radius ΩI and ΩN which is the minimum number of mutations needed to get
from one of these sets into the other. Let us start with the radius of ΩI . We
have to find the minimal number of mutations needed at some state in ΩI such
that an agent who enters the population decides with positive probability not to
invest. It is easy to see that in such a case there is also a positive probability that
all agents change to no investment in the next period and the process wanders
into ΩN . Since FL1

HL is empty, non-investment can only be optimal if p̂ < 1. For a
given p̂ the incentives to change to non-investment are largest if the beliefs of all
agents are such that in a match of high and low type the high type gets nothing
and the low type the full amount SLH . Assuming these extreme beliefs about xLH

and xHL, an agent decides not to invest if

p̂
SHH

2
− c < (1− p̂)

SLL

2
+ p̂ (SLH) ,

which gives

1− p̂ > y∗I :=

SHH

2
− SLH − c

1
2
(SHH + SLL)− SLH

·

Let m∗
I = dmy∗I e denote the minimal number of low types needed in the population

such that an agent can have beliefs p̂ < p∗I := 1−y∗I after taking the sample. Hence
m∗

I is the minimal number of mutations needed to get out of ΩI if all mutations
are such that agents choose being a low instead of a high type. This establishes
R(ΩI) = m∗

I . For further reference we denote the initial state of this transition by
zI1 ∈ ΩI and the resulting state by zN1 ∈ ΩN .

Considering the transition from ΩN to ΩI , analogous arguments show that the
minimal p̂ necessary to induce investment is given by

p̂ > y∗N :=

SLL

2
− SLH + c

1
2
(SHH + SLL)− SLH

·

and that a transition from ΩN to ΩI needs at least m∗
N mutations, where m∗

N =
dmy∗Ne. We denote the initial and resulting state of this transition by zN2 ∈ ΩN

and zI2 ∈ ΩI .
Now consider an arbitrary zI ∈ ΩI and an arbitrary zN ∈ ΩN . Since all

and the limit sets in ΩN and ΩI are mutation connected, there has to be a path
{z1, . . . zM} such that z1 = zI , zk = zI1, zk+1 = zN1, zM = zN for some k where
c(zi, zi+1) = 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , k−1, k+1, . . .M −1. Clearly we have R(zi) = 1 ∀i and
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therefore the modified costs of this path are

c∗(z1, . . . zM ) = M − 1 + c(zI1, zN1)−
M−1∑
i=2

1 = m∗
I .

Since this number is independent of zI and zN and all limit sets which do not
belong to ΩI belong to ΩN we get

CR∗(ΩI) = max
z 6∈ΩI

c∗(z, ΩI) = m∗
I .

Analogous arguments show that CR∗(ΩN ) = m∗
N . Therefore all states in ΩI but

no state in ΩN is stochastically stable if m∗
I > m∗

N . For m∗
I < m∗

N all states in ΩN

but no state in ΩI is stochastically stable. For large m the inequality m∗
I > m∗

N

is equivalent with y∗I > y∗N which is equivalent with

c <
1
4
(SHH − SLL)

and we have shown (i). The other parts follow directly by taking into account
Lemma 6 and the conditions under which ΩC is non-empty. �
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